
CATCH AND RELEASE: 
BEST PRACTICES





Why Catch and Release?
- Resource conservation in heavily-fished waters 

- Allow for natural reproduction and growth 



STRESSORS THAT AFFECT FISH SURVIVAL IN 
CATCH AND RELEASE 

1. Air exposure 
2. Water temperature 
3. Capture, including holding tanks 
4. Play time 
5. Last time the fish fed 
6. Last time the fish was caught and 

handled 
7. Spawning





Fish breathe by passing water over the gills with their mouth and 
throat. The gills have a lot of blood vessels with thin walls.  When 
water has a higher concentration of O2 than the blood, it moves 
through the thin walls and into the bloodstream.  



1. Higher Temps = Less Oxygen 

As the water temperature rises, the 
amount of dissolved-oxygen drops. “In 
general, for every 10 degrees Celsius 
that water temperature increases, a 
fish’s metabolic rate doubles.”*  Fish  
thus need more oxygen but there’s less 
available. The optimal temperature 
range for fish varies with the species. 
The mortality of angled fish increases 
as temperatures rise beyond the fish’s 
optimal range.  A fish released in warm 
water may swim away but likely will die 
soon thereafter. 

* Sasha Clark Danylchuk
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2.  Pinch barbs or use barbless hooks

In order to reduce injury to the fish, pinch the barb. Ensure it’s 
pinched well.  Test by hooking a piece of silk or nylon.  If it 
snags, pinch it more. 

If you can’t remove the hook because the fish took it too 
deeply, cut the line as close to the hook as possible. It helps a 
released fish survive, but obviously doesn’t guarantee it. Hooks 
that rust are better. 



4. Do not “play” the fish 
“Playing a fish” until it is exhausted can make it 
impossible to revive a fish to a survivable state. The 
mortality rate is as high as 89%. (Muoneke and 
Childress, 1984) Bring the fish in as quickly and safely as 
you can. Use tackle appropriate for the largest size of the 
species you expect to catch. 



5. Use a soft rubber net
Using a net makes it easier to “land” the fish and 
keep it in the water while removing the hook and 
reviving it. Woven and knotted fabric nets are rough 
and can damage the fish’s slime, eyes, fins and gills. 
Be sure to use a net that is larger than the fish you 
typically catch so that is can “relax” while reviving it 
submerged in the water, but do not retain it too 
long: Release it as soon as possible. 



6. Keep ‘em wet
Just 10 seconds out of water (oxygen deprivation) can do 
physiologic damage to a fish.  10 seconds is a general rule of 
thumb, but it may be a bit more or less  
depending upon the 
species and other stressors. 
Typically warm water species 
can handle a bit more time.   
Aim for TWO SECONDS max.

Fergussn, R. A., and B. b. Tufts. 
1992. Physiological effects of brief 
air exposure in exhaustively 
exercised rainbow trout 
(Oncorhywehus mykiss): implications 
for "catch and release" fisheries. 
Can. 1. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 49: 11 57-1 
162. 



A Canadian study showed that air 
exposure decreases the fitness* of 
salmon. Fitness is an organism’s ability to 
survive and reproduce.  Depending on 
water temperature, reproductive success 
was reduced significantly for air-exposed 
angled salmon versus salmon that were 
not air-exposed.  
 



7.  Take pictures of fish in the water
Take pictures of the fish fully submerged in the water. It’s 
better for the fish and makes for a more interesting 
picture. 

If you must remove the fish, let him catch his breath first, 
then, with wet hands, hold him horizontally over the 
water (in case you drop him). Don’t remove him from of 
the water until the photographer is ready, and then only 
for a few very short seconds.



… and be prepared to snap the photo

Ideas:   
 1. Paint or engrave your name on the net  
 2. Prepare a laminated net badge with blanks for date and location. 
Catch the fish, net it, remove the hook, and revive the fish in the net. While 
reviving, attach the tag to the net and snap the shot. Use velcro or magnets 
for the tag-net connection. 

  Name:  LK 
  Date:   November 17, 2019 
  Water:  Mystery Lake X 
  Species: Snakehead

Sample Net Badge



8.  Handle the fish as little as possible
If you have to handle the fish, do so with wet hands and do not squeeze its body. Again, do 
not hold it vertically. Trout’s organs are delicate. Do not return it to the water upside-
down; it reduces survival rate by as much as six times. Do not simply toss any fish back!

When out of the water, large fish 
need to have their body supported. 
Vertical holds can cause: 
  -separation of the vertebrae 
  -injuries to soft body tissues 
  -damage to the operculum and  
   connective tissues in the head and gills  
  -organ displacement or damage 
   internal haemorrhaging 
  -stretched or torn muscles 



9.  Revive fish in slower, clear, cold 
water, facing upstream

When reviving fish in moving water, try to find water 
that is moving at about one foot per second and face 
the fish upstream; if in still water, move the fish slowly 
in a figure eight motion to help water move through 
mouth and over the gills. Do not move him forward and 
backward.

Moving Water         Still Water 
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10.  Release the fish in a place where 
it can quickly find cover

Never simply toss the fish back. If standing in the middle 
of fast current, reach down into the water column and 
release him near the bottom where the water is slower 
where there is structure or vegetation him to hide and get 
relief from the current. 



The Redds
A redd is a spawning nest that is built by fish in the salmonidae family, which 
includes trout. Redds are built in gravel areas in streams or lake shorelines. 
Beware of treading on these gravel areas. For Rainbows and Cutthroat, 
watch for Redds from June to August; for Browns, from November to 
March. 









LAST BUT NOT LEAST … 

Practice self-restraint.   

You may hit the water on one of those rare days when it 
could be a 50 fish day, but stop at your normal daily catch.  
If that number is 10, then 40 fish won’t be subjected to 
the stress of being caught, handled, released and their 
fitness potentially compromised. It’s not about our thrills 
and egos, but the sustainability and health of the fishery, 
and our respect for the prey. 

“In general, I believe many modern hunters don’t truly appreciate the animals 
they kill. …. Maybe our comfortable lifestyles have detached our souls from all 
things wild.”   Dan Schmidt www.deeranddeerhunting.com 

http://www.deeranddeerhunting.com/


For more information and the science behind C&R best practices, 
 visit https://www.keepemwet.org   
(Note, as of 5/2020, the website is being moved to another URL.)


